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ln each container, i0bags with '10 pallets were rest on the bottom layer and then 10 bags were stuffed on the
upper layer Total 400 bigs of the above mentioned cargo with 200 pallets were stuffed into the containers.

The containers were sealed after
Serial Number Container Number
FCI∪ 3166119
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XINU1085195
XINU1236748
FSCU3481233
丁EMU2053495

MSC∪ 3142094

GESU3854097
FCI∪ 2308353

MEDU2017279
MEDU3062647
MSCU6585096
丁巨MU2017461
MED∪ 3288850
MSC∪ 6701880
丁EM∪ 3596326
TCL∪ 2121191
FSC∪ 3301835
MED∪ 2108110

MEDU2173137

ows
SGS Seal Number
B3436793
B3436794
B3436795
B3436796
B3436797
B3436798
B3436799
B3436800
B3436792
B3522001
B3522002
B3522003
B3522004
B3522005
B3522006
B3522007
B3522008
B3522009
B3522010
B3522011

with the detalls as fo‖

Ta‖ v Quantity

20 umbo bags
20 iumbo baqs
20 iumbo bags
20 iumbo baqs
20 iumbo baqs
20 lumbo bags
20 umbo baqs
20 umbo baqs
20 umbo baqs
20 umbo baqs
20 umbo baqs
20 iumbo baqs
20 iumbo baqs
20 iumbo baqs
20 iumbo baqs
20 iumbo baqs
20 umbo baqs
20 iumbo baqs
20 iumbo bags
20 iumbo baqs

★彙大■■ナ☆★*力 十■■お

Tota::400jumbo bags・

Shippinq seal Number
FEX8765088
FEX8765087
FEX8765085
FttX8765084
FEX8765083
FEX8765082
FEX8765081
FEX8765089
FEX8768254
FEX8768105
FEX8768108
FttX87681 09
FttX87681 04

FEX8768103
FttX87681 07

FEX8768102
FttX87681 06
FttX87681 01
FttX876811 0

FEX8765100

十 十おおナキ **★ 十彙
・
・

Remark:
No calibration certificate for the weighing scale could be provided, and no empty bags could be provided for
tare weight checking. Declared by cargo agent that the tare weight of bag was 3 0 kilogram each.
Considering above situation, a Letter
representative of cargo agent at site.

of

Reserve was issued

by SGS inspector and countersigned

by

As per the instruction from the principal, SGS conducted the inspection for nominated cargo, without
performing vessel loading or discharging supervision. Therefore, the contents of this reporUcertificate only
reflects our findings at the time anO ItaCe of inspection, and does not refer to any cargo that was shipped
from or will be received at anY Port
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